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Research Highlights: This review gives an overview of existing literature on the emerging topic of human wellbeing-forest

contact nexus and provides a preliminary framework linking forests to wellbeing by highlighting key variables aecting this

relationship. Background and Objectives: Existing literature reveals the psychological, physiological and social wellbeing

benefits of contact with forest ecosystems; however, the role of forests in this relationship remains largely unexplored. The

objectives of this review are twofold: (i) to provide an overview of the contributions of forest experiences to human

wellbeing and the related interplay with forest ecosystems and (ii) to identify knowledge gaps to inform future research

and systematize information available for forest managers and planners to support the development of eective forest-

based initiatives. Materials and Methods: A scoping review was performed with a five-phase method integrating a

systematic approach on Scopus, Web of Science and PubMed databases and snowball search. Studies were analyzed

using a descriptive-analytical method. Results: Overall, 93 papers were included in the review. These are mainly from

health-related sciences providing limited information for forest managers, planners and practitioners. Four main underlying

variables of the forest-wellbeing relationship are identified: interaction, forest features, sensorial dimension of the forest

and individual traits and reactions. Conclusions: Forest-based initiatives provide good opportunities for supporting public

health and time spent in contact with forests seems to have a “health-bonus”. Whether and to what extent forest

management can contribute to this is still poorly investigated. There is the need to better study causal relationships

between specific forest features, type of interactions, frequency and “dose” of experiences, individual reactions and needs

and wellbeing eects to maximize benefits from forest-based initiatives.
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1. Definition

Research Highlights: This review gives an overview of existing literature on the emerging topic of human wellbeing-forest

contact nexus and provides a preliminary framework linking forests to wellbeing by highlighting key variables affecting this

relationship. Background and Objectives: Existing literature reveals the psychological, physiological and social wellbeing

benefits of contact with forest ecosystems; however, the role of forests in this relationship remains largely unexplored.

2. Introduction

Increasing urbanization, sedentary lifestyles, virtualization of social relationships, insecure employment, climate change

and unprecedented conditions like the Covid-19 lockdown led to an escalation of stress and anxiety in the global

population . Stress is one of the leading causes of noncommunicable diseases (NCD) such as cardiovascular,

metabolic, immunological, oncological and psychiatric disorders . Both in Europe and worldwide, NCD are

increasing their incidence and mortality , hence measures for stress recovery and promotion of healthy lifestyles have

become crucial for public health.

Over the past decade, research focused increasing attention on the preventive and beneficial effects of being in contact

with natural ecosystems . Among this body of research, an experience in forest is considered

one method to positively influence mental, physical and social wellbeing . Indeed, there is increasing evidence

suggesting that forests, including both natural and urban woodlands, offer effective opportunities for enhancing people’s

quality of life , reducing public health care costs  and potentially providing alternative and innovative income

sources for the forest sector. Accordingly, the number and variety of forest-based initiatives for health and wellbeing have

increased  worldwide: from Shinrin-Yoku and forest bathing (FB) in Japan to healing forests in Korea, from social

forestry to art exhibitions, from burial forests to forest kindergartens, examples are thriving .

Accordingly, medical research on the specific role of contact with nature in decreasing stress levels has grown. Several

authors have suggested that natural environments, including forests, promote wellbeing by restoring mental resources

and relaxation more than built environments . Research has increasingly focused on nature as a cost-effective
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solution for addressing NCD : according to the Nature and Forest Therapy approach , compared with a city

setting, contact with a forest is more efficient for experiencing an immediate sense of mental and physical relaxation 

. Evidence-based medicine has demonstrated the intuitive knowledge that spending time in easily accessible and

pleasant forests is good for physiological  and psychological relaxation  as well as for social wellbeing,

because it increases relational skills and self-esteem, supports spiritual and cultural values and enhances positive

attitudes towards the environment in general .

However, while forest-wellbeing relationships have been widely investigated from the medical perspective, they are still

largely unexplored from the forest-science perspective and there seems to be inadequate support for interdisciplinary

approaches and cooperation between forestry and public health . To be effective there is the need of an

understanding of the environmental features that support or promote restoration and wellbeing for different groups of

people . Few efforts to investigate the links between health effects and different natural settings and management

choices  or to address public health issues with forest management  have so far been undertaken.

Existing reviews on the health effects of forest exposure are sectorial and provide a partial perspective: some are aimed

at assessing the quality of the studies, and often reveal poor methodological approaches ; others 

explore single health aspects based on a restricted number of papers or are connected to specific experiences ; some

studies focus on specific geographical areas  or initiatives . In general, the literature misses a focus on forest

ecosystem characteristics, as also reported by a recent systematic review revealing lack of description and information

about the forest ecosystems involved in the studies .

To fill this gap, this paper has thoroughly reviewed the existing medical literature on effects of forest-based initiatives for

wellbeing and explored the interplay between forest features—such as forest management, time spent in the forest,

different sensorial dimensions of the forest—and individual traits, preferences and pre-existence of specific health

conditions and health effects. An analytical framework systematizing the information and bridging medical and forest

management perspectives is proposed. This review is meant to be useful for forest managers, researchers, practitioners

and planners who wish to design effective forest-based initiatives for promoting people’s mental, physical and social

wellbeing.

3. Results and Discussion

In the next sections the overall findings of the literature analysis are presented first (Section 3.1) and then discussed with

a focus on the health effects deriving from forest contact (Section 3.2). Available information on the variables influencing

the forest-wellbeing relationship are identified (Section 3.3, Section 3.4, Section 3.5 and Section 3.6) and finally

systematized (Section 3.7).

3.1. Overview of the Included Studies

The literature search completed in December 2019 identified 129 potentially relevant articles, of which 49 did not meet the

eligibility criteria. Snowball searches included 13 additional studies, for a total of 93 relevant papers. A summary of results

of the literature analysis according to the coding criteria is shown in Table 1 and discussed in the corresponding sections,

while the complete dataset is presented in Table S1. The number of papers published has grown from one in 2006 to

fifteen papers in 2019 (Figure 2), with 65% of the studies published from 2015 to 2019. The majority (87%) of studies

were performed in Asian countries where Japan holds the primate with 49 studies. The rest of the studies were conducted

in European countries: Poland (n = 5), Sweden and Great Britain (n = 2), Denmark, Finland and Spain (n = 1). Most

studies (n = 62) were published in medicine-related journals, followed by forestry-related journals (n = 24); the rest were

found in Geographical Science, Landscape and Urban Planning and Tourism related journals (Table S1).

Table 1. Summary of results of the literature analysis.

Coding Criteria Categories Results (N—%)

Publication Year

Before 2010 11–12%

2011–2015 31–33%

2016–2019 51–55%
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Coding Criteria Categories Results (N—%)

Country

Japan 49–53%

Korea 15–16%

China 14–15%

Poland 5–5.3%

Taiwan 3–3.2%

Others 7–7.5%

Journal’s discipline

Forestry related 66–26%

Medicine related 24–71%

Others 3–3%

Characteristics of participants
Healthy 74–80%

Nonhealthy with pre-existing conditions/diseases 19–20%

Number of participants X

12 17–18%

13–30 32–34%

31–100 31–33%

X > 100 12–13%

NA 1–1%

Timing

Up to 15 min 26–28%

16–30 min 10–11%

31 min–1 h 8–8.6%

2 h—1 day 13–
13.9%

2–3 days 16–
17.2%

More than 3 days 16–
17.2%

NA 4–4.3%

Study Design (settings)

Forest vs. City (alone) 42–45%

Forest vs. Other settings/activities 13–14%

Different forests settings/stimuli 14–15%

Same forest 20–22%

Indoor/artificial stimuli 3–3%

Others 1–1%

Type of Interaction—Direct
Simple

Walking or physical activity 36–
35.6%

Passive observation/exposure 22–
21.7%

Type of Interaction—Direct
Organized

Forest Bathing 7–6.9%

Forest Therapy 23–
22.7%



Type of Interaction—Indirect Indoor or artificial stimulation 13–
12.8%

Sensorial Elements

Visual with details 22–
23.6%

Olfactive 2–2.1%

Auditive 2–2.1%

Tactile 1–1%

Taste 1–1%

Combined—visual and olfactive 2–2.1%

NA 63–
67.7%

Method
Quantitative 88–

94.6%

Qualitative 5–5.4%

Effects on Psychological
Wellbeing

Depression, anxiety and mood 61–
67.7%

Mental relaxation—Attention restoration 50–60%

Vitalizing effects, sense of wellbeing, subjective pain 52–61%

Effects on Physiological
Wellbeing

Immune system (e.g., Natural Killer Cells (NKcells), insulin, oxidative stress) 16–
17.2%

Nervous system (e.g., heart rate, salivary cortisol, oxyhemoglobin) 44–58%

Cardiocirculatory system 28–
37.6%

Respiratory System 2–3.2%

Health promotion in general (e.g., Health-Promoting Lifestyle Profile (HPLP)-II,
metabolism, sleep, more active life) 7–7.5%

Effects on Social Wellbeing

Social skills 3–3.2%

Emotional skills 2–2%

Self-esteem 7–7.5%

Inspiration (spiritual and artistic) 1–1%

Positive behaviour towards environment/health 3–3.2%

Studies’ sample size shows a great variability in the number of subjects involved, but most of them include between 12

and 30 subjects (35.9%), with the maximum sample size in a single study of 5109  and the minimum of 6 subjects .

The study population of the studies range from healthy people (n = 71 studies) to subjects with pre-existing mental

disorders or chronic diseases (n = 18 studies). Studies investigating people with pre-existing health conditions, disorders

and diseases focus on hypertension, sleeping disorder, chronic pain, pulmonary chronic obstructive disease, stress and

post-traumatic disorder. Further details on these categories are reported in Section 3.6 Effects of direct and indirect

contact with the forest ecosystems are measured with quantitative approaches in 84 papers, with qualitative approaches

in 4 papers and with a mixed approach in one paper only.

Looking at study procedures, 61.3% of the studies are conducted as single contact (i.e., both direct and indirect, lasting

less than one day) with the forest ecosystem. These single contacts lasted less than 15 min in 26% of the cases. In the

remaining 34.4% of the papers reviewed, the studies are conducted as repeated visits to the forest ecosystem. The study

with the shortest intervention provided 60 s of indoor stimulation  and 10 min of direct forest exposure . The longest

intervention monitored lasted 11 weeks, 4 h per week  and another one was conducted over a period of 3 months for a

total of 22 visits . Numerous studies report unclear timing. Most studies (45% of those reviewed) assess the changes in

human wellbeing before and after being in contact with a forest ecosystem rather than an urban environment. Direct

contact is the most used type of interaction to assess the wellbeing effects (86%), while the remaining 14% investigate the
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effects of indirect contact with forest elements mediated by sensorial stimuli conducted in laboratory settings. Considering

that 8 of the reviewed studies used a combination of two different interactions, simple activities such as walking or

observing the forest are the most used to assess changes in wellbeing (57.7%), while activities that require a higher level

of organization such as FB and FT are used in 29.7% of the studies reviewed and indoor stimulation are used in 12.8%.

Additional information on the specific sensorial elements of the forest responsible for wellbeing effects are given by 32.3%

of the papers.

Concerning the effects on human wellbeing, provided that almost all papers measure more than one health parameter, the

most mentioned effects are psychological ones, reported by 82% of the papers, while physiological effects are reported by

77.4% and social effects by 10.7% of the studies. Figure 3 shows which are the most investigated subcategories of effects

with statistically significant results (with level of significance established within each paper).

Figure 3. Number of papers in which the specific effects of forest-based initiatives are assessed as statistically significant

, divided by subcategories of effects (i.e., green for social, blue for physiological and orange for psychological effects) 

level of significance is established by each single paper.

3.2. Effects on Health and Wellbeing

The review has revealed a stronger focus on psychological and physiological effects of forest contact initiatives and,

within the physiological effects, those on the nervous system are by far the most investigated (58%). Fewer studies have

paid attention to social wellbeing effects. A possible explanation for this is that psychological and physiological effects are

more easily translated into quantitative data, while social wellbeing effects are less easy to quantify and are mainly

assessed via qualitative interviews through multiple forest-based sessions.

In general, according to the majority of studies, even brief contact of a healthy subject with the forest ecosystem can hold

more positive wellbeing effects if compared to the same experience in an urban environment. This confirms the Kaplan &

Kaplan  theory which posits that it is more probable that people experience restoration with higher intensity in a natural

than in an urban environment. Nevertheless, the review has also found uncertainty on this issue, since changes in

wellbeing after a contact with the forest ecosystem were found to be statistically nonsignificant in thirteen studies for

psychological effects and eighteen studies for physiological effects.

Studies investigating wellbeing effects of contact with the forest ecosystem focus their attention on assessing the

decreasing level (or symptoms) of stress perceived by body and mind. Stress is the reaction of the body to a real or

perceived harmful situation, or when facing daily tasks and demands that require an effort exceeding the available

resources of a person. A stressful situation induces both cognitive and physiological responses in order to cope.

Therefore, stress is perceived at both psychological and physiological levels and involves a systemic response of the

body that might reflect on physical health. Indeed, the human body is not equipped to sustain prolonged stress conditions

and when this happens (chronic stress), NCD may arise. A forest-based experience triggers a chain of reactions activating

the parasympathetic nervous system, which is usually activated by situations of relaxation and produces relaxing effects

on mind and body . Indeed, psychological and physiological effects are often observed together when addressing direct

contact with forest ecosystems. A visit to a forest can influence psychological responses via the senses and decrease the

subjectively perceived effects of stress , depression, anxiety and negative emotions , while increasing a

sense of vigour, recovery and positive feelings . Activity of the parasympathetic nervous system can also be associated

with physiological effects, for example, a decreasing heart rate can be measured as a proxy biomarker of nervous system
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relaxation . Furthermore, a decrease in the levels of concentration of stress-hormones such as cortisol, adrenaline

and noradrenaline, reveal activation of the endocrine system . It is also found that a forest visit might

increase immune function  in comparison to nonexposed subjects within control-groups. Another effect on the

immune system is observable in terms of increasing number and activity of Natural Killer Cells (NKcells) and levels of

intracellular anti-cancer proteins . Indeed, some studies reveal that adrenaline and noradrenaline inhibit

human NKcells activity, therefore a visit to a forest, by decreasing levels of psycho-physiological stress, might boost the

immune system . Positive anti-cancer adjuvant effects were also found for women with breast-cancer after traditional

treatment . Some of these studies suggest that positive effects on the immune system are correlated with the presence

of terpenes in the forest atmosphere and thus the reduction of stress hormones . Terpenes are volatile organic

compounds (VOCs) produced by plants that can be found in essential oils and are present in the forest atmosphere in

different types and quantities depending on the plant species and climatic conditions .

A specific parameter often considered to measure cardiovascular benefits after a forest experience is decreasing level of

blood pressure , or increasing level of blood oxygenation (i.e., peripheral oxygen saturation) . Pulmonary

function also seems improved in people exposed to a forest experience .

Among the general health benefits for physical wellbeing, improved sleep effects  were observed together with

positive effects on metabolism . Forest interventions, by making people feel more comfortable, more vital and positive,

may also support positive social wellbeing, including improved self-esteem and health and promoting positive behaviours

towards environment and health, e.g., in undergraduate students and children after FT programmes . Support of

social skills and self-healing process (increasing self-esteem) were also observed among middle-aged women involved in

an urban FT programme . This process of healing, through several steps and shifts of participants feelings towards the

environment, other participants and finally self, occurs thanks to a process of identification with nature that allows time to

reflect and recover .

Despite differences in the numbers, it is worth stressing that the effects of forest visits or FT are considered nonspecific

health effects . Namely, a visit to a forest can lead to a general improvement of wellbeing, relaxing both mind and

body and enhancing the immune system, but of course it cannot be compared to the specific effects of, for example, an

antibiotic.

The authors are aware of the extreme complexity of the bidirectional interactions that occur between the nervous,

endocrine and immune systems and concerning how these are correlated to health. To this end, the

Psychoneuroimmunology approach may help to deepen understanding on how additional characteristics such as natural

environment, personality traits, emotions, lifestyle and socio-economic conditions might influence interactions with natural

environments such as forests and provoke changes in health and wellbeing .

3.3. Interactions with the Forest and Time Spent

The typologies of interaction with the forest environment are varied, and range from a simple walk, to the enjoyment of the

silence and natural atmosphere in solitude, to organized group activities to engage one’s social skills. Literature reveals

that forests are suitable for relaxing and reconnecting to the inner-self, for performing energy intensive or adrenalin

physical activities or for achieving achieve restoration. According to the Attention Restoration Theory, specific qualities of

the experience are needed : for instance, being away from routine mental contexts while experiencing effortless

attention (fascination) in an environment that encourages feeling totally immersed, comfortable and at ease (extent) when

one’s demands and expectations are matched and supported by the environment (compatibility). In order to meet these

criteria and experience more intense restoration, the theory suggests to engage in well-known activities which do not

require the learning of new skills . Indeed, according to the literature, simple forest-based initiatives are the most used

to assess wellbeing effects with active interactions such as walking or doing physical exercise in the forest (n = 36), or

more passive interactions, such as staying still to observe the forest or being exposed to a forest atmosphere with no

further specification (n = 22). In addition to the fact that walking and simply looking is possible in both forest and urban

environments and, with the exception of specific health conditions, these activities demand low physical and mental effort,

this might partially explain the reason why such activities are extensively implied in experiments with positive results.

Instead, organized activities such as FB (n = 7) and FT (n = 23), are used in about 30% of the papers analysing direct

interaction with forest ecosystems. Eight studies used a combination of two types of interactions, which in all cases are a

combination of simple activities.

From the perspective of practitioners, planners and forest managers, it may be useful to understand if there is a specific

correlation between different typologies of interaction or between frequency and the time spent on forest visits and

wellbeing effects. The review findings reveal that few studies compare and assess the effects of different types of activity
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and frequencies of visits on health parameters. Specifically, meditative walks are reported to increase subjective

happiness more than athletic walks when performed in the same environment, and in general meditative walks in a forest

environment are the most effective in increasing perceived happiness . Dealing specifically with elderly subjects, a

comparison between a forest walking programme and a forest meditation programme, resulted in both being effective in

helping dementia prevention . A forest walk with elevation gain or that is demanding in terms of physical exercise may

increase physiological stress but is found to have positive effects in relieving mental stress and feeling uplifted .

Furthermore, one study tested the effectiveness of a combination of FB alone and FB with additional physical exercise on

people with chronic posterior neck pain, showing a reduction in the number of trigger points after FB and exercise session

. In addition, an afternoon forest walk was found to be more effective in extending sleep duration than a forenoon walk

in a sample of people with sleep complaints . Jeon et al.  is the only study in the review comparing the effects of

direct and indirect exposure to a forest, showing how both experiences have positive influences on mental wellbeing, yet

indirect experience fails to significatively activate the parasympathetic nerve activity (physiological relaxation).

Looking at the connection between frequency of visits and wellbeing effects, an extensive study on a Japanese population

monitored blood pressure and hypertension in relation to forest visits. The results did not find any correlation between

frequencies of visits to forest environments and prevalence of hypertension . On the contrary, it was reported that high

frequency users of forest environments are less stressed than low frequency users  and that going a second time for

FB trips may have added benefits in elderly patients with chronic heart failure . Especially in the case of people

suffering from depression and severe exhaustion or anxiety, there is a need to familiarize themselves with the

environment and have the chance to find a place in the forest according to personal needs and moods (e.g., a quiet and

safe spot to experience time in solitude and relief from social pressure to restore mind and emotional resources) .

Feelings are likely to evolve if the subjects are allowed to become acquainted with the forest environment, therefore

single-visits might not be effective especially for people experiencing mental and stress-related disorders .

Surprisingly, the reviewed studies seem to show that there is very little attention towards assessing the amount of time

that can maximize the health benefits on the one hand and, on the other, the long-term effects of forest-based initiatives.

However, the optimal “dose” of exposure has been investigated in the literature dealing with exposure to nature and

outdoor green in general, suggesting the existence of effective time thresholds beyond which there are no additional

benefits . Regarding the possibility of the persistence of wellbeing benefits in the long-term, few studies monitored

the effects days after the forest experience. These studies reveal that after three days of FT, physiological and

psychological effects lasted for 8 weeks , positive effects on depression on postmenopausal women for 4 weeks ,

increased NKcells activity for 7 days , decrease in blood pressure for 3 and 5 days and relaxation effects for 3 to 5

days after two days of FT .

3.4. Forest Features

In this section, the main findings on the effects of specific forest features (i.e., season, settings and management related)

on human wellbeing are presented. They are systematized and summarized in Table 2. Forest and landscape literature

studies show how different preference patterns exist among forest users and highlight that environmental perception is not

a static but a dynamic process mediated by psychological structures and cognitive processes . Different forest settings,

management practices and forest elements may therefore provoke different psychological reactions and, hence, different

psychological, physiological and social wellbeing effects . However, this issue is rather unexplored in the literature, as

only 14 of the studies reviewed in this paper focus on changes in wellbeing effects when there are variations in the forest

settings, management practices or when comparing forests with other natural environments.

Table 2. Findings on forest features.

Forest Feature Country Reference Details on Forest Effects on Health

SEASON Poland
A forest composed of Fagus sylvatica L.,
pedunculate oak, Quercus robur L., Alnus

glutinosa. Visited in both spring and winter.

During winter effects on
wellbeing result better than in

spring.
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Forest Feature Country Reference Details on Forest Effects on Health

SETTINGS

China

Seven different forest environments
selected for their restorative features and
shown through pictures to subjects. The

seven environments: (1) structure, (2) wood
on the ground, (3) wood on the ground with
bench, (4) wood with platform and bench,
(5) platform with trees, (6) waterfall with

trees, (7) pool with plants.

In each setting psychological and
physiological effects are
different, in general the

experience of looking at them is
positive for physical and mental

wellbeing.

Sweden

A forest-based rehabilitation (22 visits to
the forest, twice a week) to provide rest and

solitude, performed in 8 different forest
settings: (1) forest by lake,(2) rock outcrop,
(3) pine forest, (4) mixed forest, (5) spruce
forest, (6) forest with a small creek, (7–8)

two open mires.

Auditive dimension is reported to
be fundamental for the enjoyment
and relaxation of the experience.
Presence of water is particularly

appreciated in the sensorial
experience. Openness and light

are also reported to be important
in determining a positive

experience.

Sweden

Six different forest settings visited by
people with severe exhaustion disorders by
their preferences: (1) forest with a lake, (2)

rock outcrop, (3) pine forest, (4) mixed
forest, (5) spruce forest, (6) forest with a

small stream.

Positive psychological and social
effects in all the settings. Forest
by a lake was the preferred, light

was important, forest brought
reminiscences of childhood,

associated forest with rest and
no demands, change in scenery
and solitude was appreciated.
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Forest Feature Country Reference Details on Forest Effects on Health

MANAGEMENT

Japan

Managed (thinning operation one year
before visit, cutting and removing 9.2% in

basal area of trees) vs. Unmanaged
(densely packed trees, not managed for

some decades) forest.

Managed forest may have greater
beneficial effect than unmanaged
ones in regard to lowering heart

rate ratio, physiological
restoration effects in a managed

forest may be independent of
individual traits. On the other

hand, some positive effects may
be related to people’s individual

traits: dense forest might be
more beneficial for people with
tendencies towards depression

and neuroticism.

Republic
of Korea

Wild (Saneum Forest mixed forest covering
2141 hectares that consists of larch, fir, and

nut pine trees, as well as oak, dogwood,
ash, and birch trees that are over 30 years
old; presence of drinkable water flow and

there are walking trails with varying
degrees of steepness) vs. Managed forests
(Seoul forest, an urban forest established
in 2005, 116 hectares, and consists of oak,
hornbeam, and cherry trees that are over

10 years old). Mean concentration of
phytoncides in the experimental sites was
significantly higher in the wild forest (25.58

ng/m ) than in the tended forest (18.44
ng/m ).

Psychological effects on patients
with metabolic syndrome are
more pronounced in the wild
forest than in the tended one.

Japan

Thinned (66.3% Japanese larch (Larix
kaempferi), 10.1% giant dogwood (Cornus

controversa), 7.3% Japanese red pine
(Pinus densiflora), 6.4% fir trees (Abies

spp.), and 9.7%, other vegetation
depending on the breast height of the basal

area in the dense forest) vs. unthinned
forest (66.5% Japanese larch (Larix

kaempferi), 7.0% giant dogwood (Cornus
controversa), 7.3% Japanese red pine

(Pinus densiflora), 0.0% fir trees (Abies),
and 19.2% other vegetation)

Regarding restorative traits of
the forest, no statistically

significant differences between
the dense and thinned forest

settings are registered. Feelings
marginally improve in the thinned

forest. ROS (Subjective
Restorativeness) scores are

higher in thinned forest.

Japan
Thinned forest with half the amount (15 to
20%) vs. standard thinning (30 to 40%) in

forestry regions.

Half the amount of standard
forest thinning is enough to
accomplish the management

without affecting user’s
appreciation and the restorative
effect. In general, mood, anxiety
and restoration were improved

after the forest visit.

 China Urban forest vs. rural forest; both with
paths and infrastructures

FB in the urban park tended to be
associated with lower levels of
anxieties from social contact

(especially love-affairs).

 Spain

Mature (many centenarian trees with large
and irregular shaped trunk and big roots
above the ground; dominant species is

sessile oak, with a harmoniously irregular
high mountain structure and a

considerable density of old trees with
sizable crowns; rare and very penetrable

undergrowth) vs. young forest (regular and
dense woodland, age range of 5–35 years,

without any tree exceeding 50 years;
dominant species is sessile oak, a small
area of beech trees, with species such as

bramble (Rubus ulmifolius), hawthorn
(Crataegus monogyna), or broom (Cytisus
scoparius); vegetation is homogeneous,
compact, closed, and less penetrable)

Significant decrease in number
of days of intense pain, insomnia
and increase in days of wellbeing

only in the group experiencing
the mature forest. No differences

were found with respect to
anxiety between the subjects in

the two forests.
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Forest Feature Country Reference Details on Forest Effects on Health

 Finland

Urban forest (total size of 1000 ha, widely
used for outdoor recreation, mainly

consists of 60 to 100-year-old mixed and
conifer forests, where the participants

viewed spruce-dominated mature forest
stands) vs. urban park (5 ha well-designed
green area with flower beds, water element,
lawns, old trees including facilities such as
benches, and a performance stage), both

vs. city

Both forest and park have more
restorative effects (measured as

perceived stress and salivary
cortisol) than the city. Overall, the
forest was better than the park in

some cases

 Japan

Species: Volatile Organic Compounds from
leaves of Acer truncatum Bunge (3-hexen-
1-ol acetate, 3-hexen-1-ol, acetic acid hexyl

ester), sampled tree was approximately
5.60 m in height and 24.5 cm in diameter at

breast height, and Cedrus deodara (β-
myrcene, D-limonene, pinene and β-

caryophyllene) sampled tree was
approximately 11.2 m in height and had a

DBH of 40.5 cm. The leaves facing the
south were selected in the middle of the

June.

Physiological results indicated
cardiovascular, nervous and
neurological relaxation after

sniffing VOC from C. deodara.,
but no significant effects after

smelling A. truncatum. Smell of
C. deodara was associated with

natural feelings and more
relaxing than A. truncatum.

 China

Species: oak forest trees taller (~13 m) than
those in maple (~8m) and birch forests
(~12m), but diameter growth, canopy

length, and canopy cover ratio were all not
statistically different among them.

No effects on blood pressure;
maple forests have better results
on cardiovascular and autonomic

nervous system wellbeing.
Relationship found between

environmental factors
(temperature, RH, light intensity

and light spectrum) and
physiological effects: forest

contact may not always benefit
visitors’ physiology if they felt

too cool, excessive moisture and
extremely high G/B light ratio in

the forest.

 China

Species: about 40% of the area is covered
by a lake, near which three pure forests
were chosen: birch (Betula platyphylla

Suk.), maple (Acer triflorum Komarov) and
oak (Quercus mongolica Fisch. ex Ledeb).

All three forests were planted about 20
years ago with similar characteristics

Young adults can perceive the
anxiety alleviation in all three

forests, with different
characteristics in each.

Field studies report data such as humidity, temperature, light, etc., mainly for methodological reasons concerning the

reproducibility of the study . However, this information is not used for therapy-oriented forest management choices.

Just one study clearly relates restoration effects of the forest with environmental factors like air temperature, relative

humidity, radiant heat, wind speed and thermal comfort . An et al.  found that FB may not always benefit visitors’

physiology, for example, if they feel too cool, excessive moisture and an extremely high green to blue light ratio in the

forest.

The influence of season on health is investigated in just one study, where simple exposure to a broadleaved forest

revealed better psychological restorative effects during the winter than in springtime . Other studies, although not

directly aimed at comparing seasonal effects on health, confirmed a substantial emotional, restorative, and vitalizing effect

on the participants by visiting forests during winter with snow , during autumn  and during spring, also

activating physiological relaxation . Joung et al.  confirmed wellbeing effects of looking at a forest landscape

(rather than an urban one) from the top of a building during autumn. This may suggest that features such as leaf colors,

presence of snow or variability in light levels in the forest influence the perceived restoration and consequent effects on

health, but evidence is scarce. Research on season-specific effects on human wellbeing and the identification of

corresponding forest features responsible for such effects should be further developed in this sense. In addition to this,

the two abovementioned studies conducted during winter are based in Poland where it is legitimate to suppose that the

population is also used to visiting forests during winter, hence studies should clarify the influence of custom and cultural

backgrounds on wellbeing effects.
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Studies on subjects spending the same amount of time (or viewing through virtual reality in the case of Wang et al. ) in

forest settings characterized by different sensorial features, either natural (presence of a lake, or dead wood) or artificial

(presence of benches or platforms), revealed that (i) all forest settings have restorative properties; (ii) the most natural

environment does not necessarily have the most significant effect on stress ; and (iii) water landscapes are generally

rated as having greater stress relief capacities. A qualitative study of an FT programme on veterans with post-traumatic

stress disorder revealed how the perception and the relationship with the environment change during the therapy .

While in woodlands, people tend to identify locations within the given space that meet their needs and feelings in that

precise moment (i.e., space for quietness, place with special value, space to create social contact) . This is why, in

FT programmes, multiple sceneries are usually designed to engage the walkers and strengthen their impression on the

interaction with nature . In general, it is suggested that a forest setting for therapy intervention should provide a

diversity of spaces, balancing enclosure with openness  and possibly let people choose by preference . This is

supported by other studies revealing that the perceived preference for tree diversity may also be influenced by cognitive

differences. For example, forest experts may prefer species-rich and natural landscapes because they are aware of the

importance of biodiversity. In contrast, laypeople may prefer scenery with a single species because it looks orderly . In

general, providing the public with information on the ecological role of specific ecosystem features (i.e., dead wood) may

positively influence their perception of those elements . Safe experience in the woodland during childhood seems also

to positively influence the enjoyment of therapeutic qualities during young adulthood . Information and cognitive

engagement seem to influence the therapeutic effect of a forest experience which is attached to the perceived qualities of

safety, protection, calmness, low demand but also to age and size of trees and their symbolic features . Safety is an

issue that might become a constraint especially for people not familiar with the forest, who might not feel comfortable in

having to engage with such an environment (e.g., darkness, isolation, risks linked to hanging or fallen branches, tick borne

diseases or wild animals) .

Dealing with users’ preferences towards management practices, it seems that visitors in general prefer managed forests

to fully unmanaged natural forests but also irregular stands with a mixture of trees of different sizes, while a feeling of

accessibility and a view seem important . Some of the papers investigate the possible influence on human

wellbeing of aspects linked with forest management practices. In this regard, results show that users’ appreciation and

perceived wellbeing do not change in the same coniferous forest between managed and unmanaged areas when

management regard light thinning removing (corresponding to ca. 10% of the basal area) , while perceived restoration

seems to improve with more consistent thinning operations . A Korean study compared effects of a wild and tended

forest, finding that while both have positive physiological effects for people with metabolic syndrome, they resulted more

intense in the case of the wild forest, for psychological effects as well .

The same study by Lee et al. reported that the mean concentration of phytoncides in the wild forest atmosphere was

significantly higher than in the tended forest one. However, the concept of “wild forest” must be interpreted with caution,

as the wild forest considered in this study is the Saneum Recreational Forest, a model of forest design for health

interventions in Korea but certainly not a “wild forest” according to European forest management standards. Looking at

managed and unmanaged forests, dense (unmanaged) forest might be more beneficial for people with tendencies

towards depression and neuroticism showing a decreased heart rate after a stress stimulus, and physiological restoration

effects in a managed forest may be independent of individual traits . The forest used in this experiment is a larch

plantation of about 80 years old, where the managed plot was thinned the year before removing around 9% of basal area,

while the other plot had been unmanaged for decades.

A positive correlation between specific tree species and health effects has been found in relation to enhanced

cardiovascular and autonomic nervous system wellbeing while walking in a maple forest rather than in birch and oak

forests . Two Chinese studies assessed perceived anxiety level changes in university students . Zhou et al., 

found that rich and dense rural forests were just as efficient as less rich or dense urban forests in lowering perceived

anxiety. Guan et al.  found a positive correlation between human weight and tree-species-specific effects on anxiety. In

these two studies, specific causes of anxiety (i.e., financial state, employment, exam pressure, campus life and romantic

relationships) were appraised, suggesting that (i) different forest settings may be more effective than others in alleviating

specific types of perceived anxiety. For example, urban forests seem to be more suitable to alleviate anxiety from social

contact than nonurban forests; birch forests seem to have better effects for alleviating employment worries than maple

and oak, probably due to the relaxing effects of white bark colour and lower stem density of birch trees; and (ii) in general,

being able to control tree diversity may help to alleviate general anxiety but improvements are shown in any case when

visiting a forest. Studies on visitors’ preferences suggest that not every natural ecosystem has restorative properties: for

example, very rich and dense wooded ecosystems may increase the feeling of anxiety for the general public . Lopez

Pousa et al. , in contrast, found no statistically-significant difference in health effects perceived by patients with

fibromyalgia between a walk in a mature and a young forest: in both cases, patients felt psycho-physical improvements
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after the programme. Looking at an urban park and a highly managed conifer urban woodland, Tyirvainen et al.  found

that walking and resting in a natural environment has more positive effects on stress than in an urban environment and

that urban woodlands have slightly more intense effects than a park. We report as a curiosity, since not tested in

comparison to other species, two studies investigating the efficacy of exposure specifically to bamboo forest, which are

important ecosystems especially in Asian countries , finding improvement in blood pressure, and in general in

improving mood and anxiety states in comparison to nonexposed subjects (control group) .

3.5. Sensorial Dimension of the Forest Ecosystem

Forest visitors, even if without a specific background in forestry or ecosystem services, perceive the forest ecosystem

through the five senses : for instance, the presence of light filtering through the leaves or through the scenery (visual),

through the smell of moss and other plants (olfactory), through the sound of leaves moved by the wind or the presence of

a river (auditory), the sensation of different types of soils under the feet (tactile) and the taste of fresh air (taste). However,

while the psycho-physiological effects of single sensory inputs can be elucidated only by controlled laboratory settings,

field studies cannot isolate the single sensory inputs provided by a forest setting. This explains the limited information

available on specific elements of the scenery responsible for wellbeing changes: just 32% of the papers associate a

specific forest element (e.g., season, management practices, species composition and diversity, sensorial features, etc.)

with wellbeing effects.

It is known that engagement of all the senses during a forest experience enhances relaxation and restoration potential of

the environment . Vision is the sense primarily involved in triggering psychological and physiological effects in field

studies with direct contact with the forest ecosystem. Sensory information captured by receptors are processed by the

corresponding areas of the brain and then transmitted through interactions of sensory inputs. This information reaches the

associated area of the brain where it triggers emotional and physical reactions . Such psycho-physical interrelations

are made marginally visible in one study investigating the effects of viewing and not viewing (obscured by a curtain) the

forest while directly in contact with the ecosystem . Indeed, there is no significant difference between the two

experimental conditions, meaning that both the cardiocirculatory and nervous systems reacted positively to being

immersed in a forest atmosphere (physiological relaxation), while subjective psychological relaxation (POMS scores)

improved just when subjects were able to see the forest . This suggests that psychological relaxation (at least some of

its components) might be more dependent on visual than physiological stimulation. These results are confirmed by a

study where psychological effects are achieved just after viewing a forest picture, whereas physiological improvement

happened regardless of viewing an urban or a forest picture . One study using visual stimulation found significant

psychological and physiological relaxation effects after viewing forest pictures instead of urban ones . Interestingly,

one study made people choose their preferred landscape, resulting in significative positive physiological and

psychological effects both looking at forest and seascapes, depending on people’s preferences . Wang et al. 

conducted a stress-related study by having individuals look at pictures of seven different existing forests, selected for

different restorative properties. They found a general stress-relief effect for all the images and that different forest settings

have different types of effects on relieving stress.

The sense of vision is the most investigated among studies, but changes in wellbeing state are reported also with

reference to olfactory, tactile, auditory and taste stimuli. Touching wood with the palm, induces, in comparison to other

materials, a more intense physiological relaxation by calming prefrontal cortex activity and activating parasympathetic

nervous activity . The forest atmosphere is loaded with VOCs emitted by plants, which can be absorbed through

inhaling or ingesting them. Positive physiological effects have been found inhaling Hinoki cypress leaf oil (Chamaecyparis
obtusa) , Acer truncatum and Cedrus deodara, where the smell of C. deodara was associated with more natural and

relaxing feelings than A. truncatum . Combined stimuli of viewing a landscape of Hinoki cypress trees and smelling

Hinoki cypress leaf essential oil showed to have additive benefits both on physiological and psychological relaxation,

compared to single sensorial stimuli and control tests . For more details on VOCs from forest plants refer to Cho et al.

. One study tested the effects of ingesting eucalyptus essential oil, largely used in aromatherapy, showing positive

physiological (decrease of salivary cortisol levels) relaxation effects . Lastly, one study included in this review

monitored the effects of urban and forest sounds using sounds of a murmuring brook in Togakushi forest in Nagano

Prefecture and traffic sounds at the Shibuya intersection in Tokyo . Forest sounds positively contributed to both

psychological (i.e., greater feeling of “comfortable,” “relaxed,” “natural”, and improved mood states) and physiological

relaxation by decreasing prefrontal cortex activity and activating parasympathetic nervous activity.
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3.6. Individual Traits and Pre-Existence of Specific Health Conditions

Studies on landscape preferences and perception already suggested that individual cognitive and emotional processes,

interacting with biological and cultural ones, might influence people’s preferences towards one environment over another

. Two studies, referring specifically to forest visits used for rehabilitation from stress-related exhaustion  and

video relaxation therapy , reported that individual preferences seem to be effective in maximizing health benefits.

Limited emergences from the literature seem to point out how people’s individual traits might affect psychological and

physiological responses to a forest experience. For example, different behavioural patterns or psycho-physiological traits

of participants might explain individual differences related to effects on health before and after a forest experience, such

as differences in cortisol level after ingesting essential oil , in pulse rate and blood pressure changes after staring at a

forest environment  or in different brain and nervous response to different activities . Contrarily, one study claimed

a low influence of individual traits indicators on restorative indicators .

A number of studies investigate effects of forest exposure on subjects with specific pre-existing health conditions, showing

that experiences and walks in the forest might be an effective and cost-saving integrative therapy for multiple diseases,

disorders and chronic conditions. With regard to mental health pre-conditions such as depressive tendencies, some

studies revealed that the higher the acute feelings (stress or trait anxiety levels), the greater the positive effects of a forest

walk . Similarly, effects of forest visits result higher for people with depressive tendencies than for people

without, and as mentioned in Table 2, physiological restoration effects in a managed forest may be independent of

individual traits . Effects of FT may diminish depression level in alcoholics , in people with post-traumatic stress

disorder  and in people with severe exhaustion disorders, even if the latter might experience increased stress and

discomfort when they are taken to the forest for the first time . These evidences suggest that in several cases the

pre-existence of specific mental health conditions influence the final wellbeing effects of a forest experience. Looking at

health preconditions linked to physiological wellbeing, both walks and visits to a forest might have positive effects on

hypertensive and elderly patients in terms of reducing blood pressure, pro-inflammatory factors, decreasing heart rate and

increasing parasympathetic nerve activity and positive mood . Walking and having multiple visits in the forest

atmosphere can be beneficial for elderly people with chronic heart failure by inhibiting the renin-angiotensin system

resulting in decreased blood pressure and pro-inflammatory effects, which are prominent factors in the development and

maintenance of hypertensive chronic heart failure . Meditation and walking activities in the forest rather

than in an urban environment seem to be more effective for treating depression and anxiety symptoms in patients with

chronic stroke , and in general these activities seem to be useful to prevent dementia and Alzheimer’s disease .

Forest experiences also seem to alleviate respiratory conditions through improved function of the immune system of

elderly patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease . This means forest-based interventions might be

considered effective prevention instruments for hypertension, chronic respiratory diseases and dementia in a section of

the population at risk (i.e., the elderly) and promoting forest walks might help in maintaining under control the population

already at risk. A couple of studies suggest that walks and relaxing activities in the forest might improve the general sense

of wellbeing, depression and decrease pain and insomnia in patients with fibromyalgia  and with chronic wide-spread

pain . Moreover, forest visits may have positive effects on people with sleep complaints , on quality of life and

stress also in postmenopausal women , in patients with breast-cancer receiving traditional therapy  and in patients

with metabolic syndrome .

On the other hand, this implies that with further studies it may be possible to identify particular ecosystems and activities

that are more efficient than others in tackling specific health conditions.

3.7. Proposed Pathways from Forest to Wellbeing

Evidence from the reviewed papers shows that target beneficiaries, outcomes and forest settings vary widely, from

healthy adults to people with specific diseases, from promotion of wellbeing to integrated treatment of stress-related

exhaustion and from highly tended urban forests to species-rich rural ones. Results suggest that forests are a multifaceted

resource promoting health and wellbeing, integrated into people’s daily life increasing access to wellbeing—as is the case

of urban forests—and/or providing a natural escape from cities.

In the attempt to link the medical and forest research and to propose effective pathways from forest to wellbeing, the

effects of contact with forest and its elements on people’s health resulting from the review can be clustered in three

groups: (i) the different types of interactions and activities carried out within the forest; (ii) the individual reaction to the

experience and individual needs and; (iii) the different forest features which can affect interaction, also through forest

management of the sensorial dimensions. The effects that originate at the individual level act at the psychological,

physiological and social levels to improve wellbeing. From this level of action, forest-based interventions can scale-up by
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being integrated into policy and decision making in order to maximize and scale up the beneficial effects of forest

exposure. When shifting from individual to community level, health promotion, prevention and treatment or rehabilitation

interventions according to the target beneficiaries are introduced, and this in turn influences public health and wellbeing.

To this end, a conceptualization of the pathways linking forests to public health and wellbeing is proposed, which

integrates previous work by Markevych et al., Hartig , Miyazaki et al. , Song et al.  and Shanahan et al. . This

conceptualization focuses on the purposes and outcomes of interventions (Figure 4).

 

 

Figure 4. Pathways from forest experiences to public health and wellbeing.

From a forestry point of view, the framework indicates that it is possible to act fully on the variables of group (i) and,

though to a more limited extent, also on those of group (ii). Forest management practices can obviously influence many

visible and nonvisible features of the forest ecosystem that can be perceived by the five senses, thereby affecting

wellbeing outcomes. For example, tree-species composition may determine the type and amount of VOCs emitted, while

supporting the presence of specific bird species affects the sounds which can be heard in the forest. Nevertheless,

isolating specific effects of silvicultural practices is challenging, while results of Section 3.5 have shown that laboratory

studies isolating single sensorial stimuli allow specific forest-wellbeing connections to be clearly identified; being in the

forest is a holistic experience engaging all senses, mind and body.

With reference to the different possible types of interactions between people and forest ecosystem, there is limited room

for action by forest managers alone. This variable involves organizational, management and policy aspects beyond the

sole forest dimension, revealing strong connections with other sectors, such as public health, urban and landscape

planning, among others. Furthermore, this variable reminds us of the need to look at the demand side, being able to

acknowledge people’s needs and preferences. In this sense, the last group of variables—i.e., the individual reaction and

need—is totally focused on the beneficiaries of forest-based interventions and mainly falls within the domain of health and

wellbeing science. Hence, an integrated and interdisciplinary approach is needed to support effective forest-based

intervention aimed at increasing health and wellbeing in people.

4. Conclusions

This paper provides a review of scientific publications in the field of human health and wellbeing deriving from contacts

with forests. Findings allow it to be argued that forest-based initiatives in general have a “health bonus” in respect to other

initiatives carried out in urban environments. In this sense, urban forests and urban and peri-urban wooded areas which
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are easily accessible for a great number of people, will have a crucial role in the sustainable development of cities not just

by making cities more resilient to climate change but also by providing a quality occasion for stimulating inactive

population, fighting stress and improving wellbeing in general. Nevertheless, there is the need to fill knowledge gaps and

to consider the methodological and informative limits of the available empirical studies. This is also important with respect

to the growing attention this topic is originating among the public and civil society, creating a multitude of local level

initiatives in some cases without strong scientific basis but rather driven by intuition and personal skills (e.g., personal or

business coaching, yoga, meditation). As a possible concurring cause of this, there is the fact that research

methodologies in the health sector are highly demanding in terms of resources which are not always available in

environmental sector initiatives and projects. Nevertheless, mixing a scientific with non-scientific approach might lead to

the risk of diluting the ecacy and huge potential of these initiatives both for health and environmental impacts. Human

health and ecosystem management are multifaceted and complex domains by their very nature and overly simplistic

approaches to them should be avoided.

This includes disregarding a “one fits all” approach but designing and adapting each forest intervention with a

multidisciplinary approach that considers all the variables that might aect the final results. All the aspects need attention

and research eorts in order to plan, manage and deliver eective forest-based interventions for wellbeing by enhancing

forest visits as a tool for health promotion and prevention. With this review we provide an overview of this emerging field

highlighting gaps and starting to create a common framework to bridge dierent disciplines involved to support the

development of integrated solutions. Despite our efforts, the review has some limitations, including publication bias such

as possible positive-results bias as authors are more likely to submit, and editors and publishers more attracted towards

positive and significant results, creating a dominant discourse around the benefits of forests for human health. This

tendency is most probably influenced by the momentum that this topic currently has, yet in the next years negative,

inconsistent results and dierent hypothesis will arguably find more space in the research agenda. Furthermore, little space

is given to investigating effects of time, frequency, type of activity and participants’ previous relationship with the forest.

Since information is still scattered across a multitude of dierent disciplines and fields of research with scarce dialogue, and

the topic of forests as places for wellbeing is still evolving, this review may not cover all its aspects and nuances.

Nonetheless, this is a first attempt to collect and systematize the available information and identify the boundaries of such

a topic. Of course, limiting the review to the literature on health effects rather than including, for example, that on

preferences, determines a prevalence of medicine-related studies but also allows gaps and research needs bridging

forestry-related studies to be identified. For example, present evidence-based medicine studies lack the support of

forestry research and data to determine whether a particular forest (e.g., tree species composition) or environmental

feature (e.g., microclimate or VOCs) have specific benefits. Further, there is a lack of consideration for synergic effects of

the numerous features composing a forest ecosystem that are simultaneously experienced by all the “five senses”.

Interesting information would have been a distinction between urban, peri-urban and rural forests. Lastly, the literature and

practice of forest experience for wellbeing is recent and this makes identification of an appropriate set of keyworks able to

include all types of possible interactions with the forest, its atmosphere and elements, difficult. With regard to gaps in the

literature and future research needs, it is clear that more interdisciplinary studies are required. The lack of clear

terminology, umbrella definition and classification of forest-based activities for wellbeing might be an additional obstacle to

the disciplines’ dialogue and cooperation. Furthermore, since most experiments are conducted in Asian countries, the

transferability is not straightforward. Therefore, there is a need to engage more research also in European and culturally

diverse countries, possibly using wider samples, testing the effects of multiple visits to the forest and long-term effects.

Future research should also clearly assess whether geographical origin and cultural background of the subjects might

influence subjective and objective measured health effects of a forest experience. The evidence presented here raises the

issue on how to positively influence wellbeing effects in practice through management choices and operations. It will be

necessary to both explore artificial/indoor stimuli and new techniques—such as the use of a photoionization detector for

investigating the variability, in time and space, of the concentration of total VOCs—and be able to assimilate them into

new integrated approaches. In this light, risks and disbenefits (e.g., from safety to wildfire and vector-borne diseases)

should also be considered in future research. This knowledge will have implications on forest management, planning and

design, and help to enhance the cooperation between health, forestry and landscape planning sectors. This would also

help in evaluating specific competencies involved, avoiding mystification and speculative approaches to health and

wellbeing. Reinforced in the light of the recent health emergency due to the pandemic spread of Covid-19 and the social

distancing measures applied worldwide, the potential of indoor and virtual stimuli to deliver forest benefits is an option with

increasing relevance. In addition, we have seen how peer-reviewed studies assessing social benefits are marginalized in

the literature reviewed, together with qualitative studies. Filling this research gap about social health impacts of forest

experiences and understanding how to maximize them might create synergies with the growing commitment of cities and

metropolises around the world towards aorestation and urban forestry planning, by supporting the delivery of other



ecosystem services, e.g., biodiversity conservation, climate change adaptation and resilience of urban ecosystems.

Furthermore, a better understanding of the opportunities to positively aect social wellbeing through contact with the forest

ecosystem, will be more and more strategic in an increasingly urbanized and ageing population. Focusing on the

information available, this scoping review can be useful to define parameters to develop more specific systematic reviews

that help to fill the knowledge gap mentioned.
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